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Simplify Your Data
Management with
Cisco-Cohesity Solutions
Key Benefits
•

Unified data management—

•

Ransomware protection

•

More productive data for

•

Simple, reliable and

•

150% ROI in three years1

•

Exceptional experience

core, cloud and edge
and recovery
the business
predictable deployment

from Cisco

As organizations navigate new digital-first normals in the face of rising data volumes and
cyberattacks, the Cohesity–Cisco partnership empowers enterprises to eliminate mass data
fragmentation, improve data security and reduce IT cost and complexity. Jointly developed
Cohesity–Cisco solutions simplify data management—backup, archiving, disaster recovery, file and
object services, dev/test and analytics—while allowing teams to unlock insights for business value
from all of their data and avoid ransomware payments.
Cohesity software on Cisco UCS is an end-to-end data management platform delivering hyperscale
simplicity, multicloud agility and global visibility. It consolidates data silos across on-premises,
cloud and edge sites, and streamlines IT operations. The platform empowers teams to take control
of all of their enterprise data, build data resilience and streamline compliance while becoming more
productive toward achieving business outcomes.

Integrated Architecture Advances Data Management Initiatives
Cohesity and Cisco elevate data management strategies with an integrated platform for use
cases that unify, protect and unlock value from enterprise data—across core, cloud and edge.

Integrated Backup & Recovery
Retire siloed legacy backup products

Modern Backup Capacity2

Unified Disaster Recovery

Reuse legacy backup software

Unified backup, CDP, and automated
failover and failback orchestration

Seamless
Hybrid/Multicloud
& Multitenancy

Strengthened
Cybersecurity

Archiving, long-term
retention, SaaS

Ransomware protection
and recovery, data scanning,
anti-virus

Efficient Data Reuse

Do more with backup and
unstructured data

Cisco HyperFlex

Intelligent File &
Object Services

Maximize NAS investments
and scale without limits

Agile Dev/Test

Instant data access for
developers and testing

1. Forrester Consulting, “Forrester Total Economic Impact™ of Cohesity on Cisco UCS,” November 2020.
2. Simple on-ramp to joint Cohesity–Cisco solutions.
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Certified Systems and Simple Engagement
Cohesity software running on certified all-flash and disk-based Cisco UCS configurations is integrated with Cisco
HyperFlex and Cisco Intersight. Configuration and deployment is a snap thanks to available Cisco Validated Designs.
For an optimal purchasing, deployment and support experience, the joint platform is available through the Cisco
SolutionsPlus program and orderable directly from Cisco’s Global Price List. Support options from Cisco include
Cisco Solution Support for primary point-of-contact support.

Integrated Cisco-Cohesity Solutions on Cisco UCS

Cisco HyperFlex
Integrated

Cisco Intersight
Managed

Cisco
Sold

Cisco
Validated

Cisco
Supported

Organizations Achieve Quantitative and Qualitative Benefits
Easy to use, Cohesity-Cisco solutions deliver unlimited scale and enterprise-grade security for:

•

Lower TCO – Converged platform with fast ingest and non-disruptive upgrades features true global
deduplication and impressive capacity efficiency in a pay-as-you-grow model

•

Simplified, unified management – Architecture enables control of all data operations through a single
intuitive UI and speeds actionable search for data across sources and locations

•

Risk mitigation – Platform reduces attack surfaces and boosts ransomware protection and recovery, including
enabling instant mass restore at scale, to any point in time

The Forrester Total Economic Impact of Cohesity on Cisco UCS reveals customers are achieving both quantitative
and qualitative benefits. In addition to an overall solution return on investment (ROI) of 150% in three years, the
joint solution reduces the risk of a successful ransomware attack worth millions of dollars, improves disaster
recovery processes and reduces compliance and legal risk.

ROI

150%

Total Benefits
Present Value

$2.63M

Total Costs
Present Value

$1.05M

Net Benefits
Present Value

$1.57M

Payback

12 Months
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“
“We are getting more work done than ever, which I attribute to both our talented team and the very strategic investments we’ve
made in Cisco and Cohesity. There was already 100% consensus among our engineers that the Cohesity-Cisco solution worked
reliably, was easy to use, and we were all more productive with it. Now, there’s also agreement that Cohesity is the best solution
to combat ransomware attacks.”
John Gaede, Director of Information Services, Sky Lakes Medical Center

Learn more at www.cohesity.com/cisco
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